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1. Introduction

2. Representation

Sign Language Production (SLP) traditionally consists of two
steps:
1. Translating from a spoken language sentence to a sequence
of glosses.
2. Producing a sign language video given a sequence of glosses.

Given a Spoken Language Sentence, X = (x1 , ..., xW ) with W words, our model aims to produce a sequence of glosses, y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yG ) with G glosses (T2G), or a sequence of HamNoSys, z = (z1 , z2 , ..., zH ) with H symbols (T2H).

In this paper we apply Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques to the first step of the SLP pipeline.
Contributions:
We find the following,
• BPE is the best tokenizer.
• Hand shape can be used as additional supervision during training.
• BERT can be used to create better sentence level embedding
for Text to HamNoSys (T2H).

3. General Model Architecture
Using a traditional encoder-decoder transformer and we experiment with changing the output sequence representation (2.), tokenizer (4A.) and embedding methods (4B.). Furthermore we
add HamNoSys hand shape as an additional supervision during
training (4C.).

What is Gloss? Gloss is the written word associated with a sign.
What is HamNoSys? HamNoSys can be considered to be a phonetic representation of Sign
Language. Each symbol of HamNoSys describes a different component of a Sign. Each sign of
HamNoSys has three core components; initial configuration, hand shape and action.

4A. Tokenizers
Tokenization is the process of breaking the input sequence into smaller chunks.
We use several tokenizers;
• Word - segmented by white space.
• Character - segmented by each character.
• BPE - segmented by the most commonly occurring sequential characters.
An example of BPE being applied to HamNoSys:

4B. Embeddings
The input sequence x is first tokenized then embedded by projecting the sequence into a continuous space. We experiment
with three different embedding techniques;
• Linear layer
• BERT
• Word2Vec
Best input embedding:
T2G - Linear Layer - 16.24 BLEU-4
T2H - BERT - 20.26 BLEU-4

Best tokenizer combination:
T2G - Input: Word, Output: BPE - 22.06 BLEU-4
T2H - Input: BPE, Output: BPE - 26.14 BLEU-4

5. State-of-the-art Comparisons
4C. Additional Supervision

We achieve a BLEU-4 score of 26.99 on the MeineDGS dataset and 25.09 on PHOENIX14T, two
new state-of-the-art baselines.

There exists a strong correlation between hand shape and meaning. We investigate forcing the transformer to predict the hand
shape alongside the gloss or HamNoSys sequences.
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